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FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646
Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html for
guidelines and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html.
See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html for latest Roadmaps.

A. Administrative
1. Title:
Proposal to add Chinese counting rod numerals to Unicode and ISO/IEC 10646
2. Requester's name:
Christopher Cullen and John H. Jenkins
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution):
Individual contribution
4. Submission date:
8 June 2004
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
N/A
6. Choose one of the following:
This is a complete proposal
B. Technical - General
1. Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
Proposed name of script:
Chinese Counting Rod Numerals
2. Number of characters in proposal:
19
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):
A-Contemporary _____ B.1-Specialized (small collection) _____ B.2-Specialized (large collection)
_____
C-Major extinct _X___ D-Attested extinct
_____ E-Minor extinct
_____
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic
_____
G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols
_____
4. Proposed Level of Implementation (1, 2 or 3) (see Annex K in P&P document):
3
Is a rationale provided for the choice?
Yes

Negative numbers are indicated by overlaying a diagonal slash
5. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”
in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes
6. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for
publishing the standard?
John H. Jenkins
If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools
used:
FontLab 4, available from jenkins@apple.com
7. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached?
Yes
8. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?

Yes
9. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization
related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts. Also
see http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UCD.html and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information
needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.
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C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?

No

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?

Yes
If YES, with whom?
Scholars studying the history of Chinese mathematics
If YES, available relevant documents:
N/A

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?

The user community is limited to scholars studying pre-modern Chinese mathematical texts
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?

Rare
No

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely
in the BMP?
No
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?

Yes

8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing
character or character sequence?

Yes; some are similar to some of the “Hangzhou” numerals or Han numeric ideographs; but since
this is a small set which is with overall distinct shapes and combining behavior, it would be best
to encode them as a block
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either
existing characters or other proposed characters?

No

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)
to an existing character?

Yes; some are similar to some of the “Hangzhou” numerals or Han numeric ideographs; but since
this is a small set which is with overall distinct shapes and combining behavior, it would be best
to encode them as a block
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?

Yes

If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?

Negative numbers were indicated by overlaying a diagonal slash
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols)
provided?
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as
control function or similar semantics?
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
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No
No
No

Chinese counting rod numerals were used in pre-modern Chinese mathematical texts in conjunction with
counting rods used to represent and manipulate numbers. The counting rods were a set of small sticks,
several centimeters long which were arranged in patterns on a counting board to represent numbers.
Counting rods and the counting board provided a flexible system for mathematicians to manipulate
numbers, allowing for considerable sophistication in mathematics.
The specifics of the patterns used to represent various numbers using counting rods varied, but there are
a number of constants :
Two sets of numbers were used, for alternate columns (e.g., ones/hundreds/ten-thousands vs.
tens/thousands)
Zero was indicated by a blank square on the counting board and avoided in written texts or represented
with U+3007 IDEOGRAPHIC NUMBER ZERO. Written texts could also take advantage of the alternating
shapes for the numerals to avoid having to explicitly represent zero.
Negative numbers could be indicated on the counting board by using rods of a different color. In written
texts, a diagonal slash from lower-right to upper-left is overlaid upon the right-most digit.
The predominant use of counting-rod numerals in texts was as part of diagrams of counting boards. They
are occasionally, however, used in other contexts, and are occasionally, even in modern texts,
occasionally placed within the body of the text itself. Their current use is limited to discussions of the
history of Chinese mathematics.
We propose encoding Chinese counting rod numerals using nineteen characters: nine even-column
digits, nine odd-column digits, and one combining negation marker. There is no particular need for these
characters to be in the BMP; however, because we anticipate proposing other pre-modern Chinese
mathematical symbols for encoding at some future date, it may be best to encode them in a small block
with some room after it for other symbols.
There is no need to account for the precise variations in shape of the counting rod numerals from time to
time; this can be handled as a font difference.
Note from the figures that the precise layout of the numerals could be moderately complicated in actual
texts. We consider that the default behavior would be to lay them out in a fashion similar to ideographs,
and any complications for specific texts can be handled by higher-level protocols.
The nineteen characters requested are:
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
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*
+
,
.
/
0
1

CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT ONE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT TWO
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT THREE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT FOUR
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT FIVE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT SIX
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT SEVEN
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT EIGHT
CHINESE COUNTING ROD UNIT DIGIT NINE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT ONE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT TWO
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT THREE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT FOUR
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT FIVE
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT SIX
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT SEVEN
CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT EIGHT
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CHINESE COUNTING ROD TENS DIGIT NINE
COMBINING CHINESE COUNTING ROD NEGATIVE NUMBER SIGN

Examples:

From page 58 of Li, Qi, and Shu by Ho Peng Yoke (Hong Kong University Press: 1985). The discussion
in the paragraph is of how 6078 and 678 could be distinguished without a sign for 0.
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From the Ciyuan Haijing.
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From Science and Civilisation in China, vol. 3.
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From the Suanxue Qimeng.
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From the Siyuanshu Bucao.
On the next page is Pascal’s triangle using counting rod numerals.
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